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Category
Technology Part
1. How much system resources will be used when installing a PUKAO solution?
2. How PUKAO confirms the received information to customers?
3. Unlike the existing vaccines, could PUKAO be considered as an intrusion detection solution
only focused on hacker’s intrusion?
4. How PUKAO established the value judgement criteria for information received from solution
users?
5. Will PUKAO coin be unconditionally listed on all exchanges that have security contracts?
6. What level of PKO processing speed will be after main net development is completed?
7. Could any problems be occurred in network while individual users utilizing PUKAO solution?

Company Part
1. When will it be listed on exchanges?
2. Are there any implemented security contracts between PUKAO and exchange?
3. Are there any partners or cooperative companies in PUKAO Global?
4. Are there any SNS services operated by PUKAO Global?
5. Is there an overseas expansion plan to PUKAO Global?

Participation Part
1. . How can I participate in PUKAO Global ICO?
2. Are there any differences of benefit due to the amount of participation?
3. Is it possible to participate as an individual or an organization?
4. Is the minimum purchase amount required for ICO participation fixed?
5. Can I participate in with the exchange wallet?
6. What is PUKAO’s usage plan with unsold coin after ICO?
7. Is there a mandatory retention period of PKO coin selling or transaction?
8. Is it possible to purchase PKO coin several times during sale period?
9. Is there a possibility that price volatility could damage investors depending on the number of
PKO coins that PUKAO sells?

ETC.
1. Is there a chance to meet in person with the member of PUKAO Global?
2. What time does CEO appear in PUKAO SNS?
3. What is PUKAO ICO’s roadmap and future plan?
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Technology Part

1. How much system resources will be used when installing a PUKAO
solution?
The PUKAO security solution has a file size of 2.46 MB and uses very little system resources. Also,
because it is not visible in the operating system while it is running, so hackers can’t even notice the
existence of a PUKAO solution.

2. How PUKAO confirms the received information to customers?
In case of the currently installed version, if a hacking attack is detected, we will contact you after
making necessary action first. However, if the design of B2C product is completed, it will be detected
and processed automatically, so you can use it without any application or procedure. Detection and
processing history are all recorded in the log.

3. Unlike the existing vaccines, could PUKAO be considered as an intrusion
detection solution only focused on hacker’s intrusion?
First of all, you must understand that there is no perfect preparation if you want to prevent the
various phenomena that are happening now. In the end, it cannot prevent malicious codes or hackers
from penetration. In this case, PUKAO uses End Point Detection & Response (EDR) technology, a
real-time detection solution, to detect hackers immediately after an external attack. You can then use
our Flu-Fake technology to protect original file by replacing the original file with fake file that hacker is
trying to steal.

4. How PUKAO established the value judgement criteria for information
received from solution users?
Through the EDR solution, files, processes and networks are linked and monitored. The PKO
platform uses this core technology to distinguish between normal user behavior and abnormal user
behavior. Once a threat is detected, actions are taken immediately and assets and data are protected.
The detected data is then valued and reimbursed through the compensation algorithm of the PKO
platform.
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5. Will PUKAO coin be unconditionally listed on all exchanges that have
security contracts?
This is not necessarily the case, and if you sign a security contract, it is also advantageous for listing,
and if not, it will be decided through internal consultation. PUKAO Global aims to be listed at least five
exchanges available from November. Please note.

6. What level of PKO processing speed will be after main net development is
completed?
We will be able to get normal speed generally operated in computers. We will solve this problem by
ensuring the inverse of the existing security and processing speed to directly proportional with our
solution.

7. Could any problems be occurred in network while individual users utilizing
PUKAO solution?
That issue will not be happened. Distinguishing between internal users and attackers is one of our
core technologies.
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Company Part

1. When will it be listed on exchanges?
We cannot give you a definite answer on the exchange listing, but it's ongoing.

2. Are there any implemented security contracts between PUKAO and
exchange?
There are some. Details will be announced when specific details are available. Thank you for your
understanding.

3. Are there any partners or cooperative companies in PUKAO Global?
There are many partners, and positive discussions are continuing with various companies. We will
reflect it on the white paper and announce it to the SNS immediately if the official partner company is
added.

4. Are there any SNS services operated by PUKAO Global?
Below is the official link of Pukao.
Homepage : pukaoglobal.io
Medium : medium.com/pukaoglobal
Facebook page : facebook.com/pukaoglobal
Twitter : twitter.com/pukaoglobal
KakaoTalk(KR) Open Chat : open.kakao.com/o/gFpg5dQ
Telegram(KR) Chat : t.me/pukaoglobal
Youtube Channel : youtube.com/channel/UC5Lj-0OkV_xhfYDZj95F-NA
We are updating related information through official link above. If we have any additional
communication channels, we'll get back to you right away.

5. Is there an overseas expansion plan to PUKAO Global?
PUKAO Global established a legal entity in Singapore and is engaged in various projects to attract
overseas investors and customers, such as signing an MOU with BYTOM, a Chinese blockchain
project team.
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Participation Part

1. How can I participate in PUKAO Global ICO?
The pre-sale is currently delayed and we will re-announce it if the market seems to be stabilized. If
you are interested in participating in before pre-sale, please contact us at 0101bluesky@gmail.com
with name and contact number.

2. Are there any differences of benefit due to the amount of participation?
If you participate more than 5ETH, we will distribute EDR program for PC for free.

3. Is it possible to participate as an individual or an organization?
PUKAO ICO is open to both individuals and organizations. But now, the pre-sale is delayed, and if
schedule is decided, we will inform you through re-announcement.

4. Is the minimum purchase amount required for ICO participation fixed?
Minimum participation is over 1ETH, and when participating more than 5ETH, EDR program for PC
is distributed free of charge.

5. Can I participate in with the exchange wallet?
It is not possible to participate in the ICO with the exchange wallet because errors are occurred
sometimes. I would like to ask you to join ICO in your personal wallet.

6. What is PUKAO’s usage plan with unsold coins after ICO has closed?
After the ICO is closed, all unsold tokens will be destroyed.

7. Is there a mandatory retention period of PKO coin selling or transaction?
There is no mandatory retention period. However, there is a lock-up policy for a certain portion of the
initial participation.
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8. Is it possible to purchase PKO coin several times during sale period?
It’s possible.

9. Is there a possibility that price volatility could damage investors depending
on the number of PKO coins that PUKAO sells?
The PKO coin we received is kept as a PKO coin, and we plan to re-distribute it through Air Drop at
some point in the future (burning some coins are considered as well). Therefore, it will not affect to
investors.
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ETC.

1. Is there a chance to meet in person with the member of PUKAO Global?
We are in the midst of a company-wide plan for Meet-Up. As soon as the schedule is confirmed, we
will notify you of the Meet-Up announcement.

2. What time does CEO appear in PUKAO SNS?
You can chat with your representative directly from 7 am to 8 pm on Wednesday evening through
Kakao Talk. Please understand the flexibilities.

3. What is PUKAO ICO’s roadmap and future plan?
For the ICO roadmap, please refer to the white paper provided on the Pukao Global homepage.
White Paper : https://bit.ly/2EKMxJY
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